Advancing innovation
for connected
technologies
Grand opening of UL’s south UK campus

UL’s newly-expanded campus
UL has significantly expanded its capabilities and capacity in Basingstoke, making
it one of the largest commercial test facilities in the United Kingdom. It offers a
seamless end-to-end service solution with unparalleled technical expertise across a
wider range of industries.
“This is another great moment in the development of UL’s
compliance services in the U.K. The significant investment
in new facilities will offer a one-stop service solution
with state-of-the-art, custom-designed chambers and
sophisticated equipment. Due to the enormous demand
we’ve seen, we’re raising the bar in terms of service
excellence, and by partnering with you, our customers, we
fully expect to grow and develop further. This also
results in new job opportunities whether in Engineering,
Sales, Marketing, Finance or HR.”
– Phil Davies, site leader and general manager of Consumer
Technology for EMEA LA
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Key features and
benefits include:
Multiple Notified Bodies
and Telecommunication
Certification Body (TCB) in one

SINGLE LOCATION

Quicker lead time
and access to

GLOBAL MARKETS

Ideally located in the South of England
on the M3 Corridor, UL’s Basingstoke
facility offers unrivalled capacity and
capability in the United Kingdom.
The expanded facility enables UL to leverage
its service portfolio to support a broad range
of industries from information technology
equipments (ITE) and automotive, life safety and
healthcare, retail and consumer products, materials
and chemicals, industrial, manufacturing and built
environment services, as well as financial services.
This helps you mitigate risk and achieve greater
speed-to-market for your products and solutions.

A one-stop

SERVICE
SOLUTION

State-of-the-art

LABORATORIES &
CUSTOM-DESIGNED
CHAMBERS

Unique in-house test

AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS

One of the

LARGEST
COMMERCIAL
EMC AND WIRELESS
LABORATORIES

in the United Kingdom
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Some of the
industries
we serve:
• Audio visual
• Automotive
• Banking and payments
• Chemicals
• Consumer electronics
• Information technology

The newly expanded
facility now includes:

• Lighting
• Medical devices
• Mobile and telecommunications
• PCBs
• Retail

EMC and wireless

Consumer studies

SAR testing

Software solutions

Interoperability
testing

Certification and
marketing claim
verification

Cybersecurity
Advisory and
education
Inspections and
audits
Sustainability
solutions

Medical device
testing

• Small and major appliances
• Toys

Energy Efficiency
Testing
Global Market
Access

IoT and
Connectivity
Testing

UL’s state-of-the-art
Test and Certification Centre

Payment security
Safety testing
EMC and Wireless
Testing

Safety
Certification
Cybersecurity
Enablement and
Assurance

The facility will continue to hold a comprehensive UKAS accreditation schedule,
building a platform for future growth and services in line with your requirements.

If you wish to receive more information on UL’s service portfolio,
please visit UL.com or call +44 1256 312 100.
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